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Conclusions/Future Directions

● How can Python be used to merge massive amounts of data             
(6 months), omit duplicate data rows, automatically calculate 
average accuracy and latency duration in each reversal, 
and sort by test parameters?

● Can the Python app be versatile to be applicable across 
different touchscreen tests? 

● Can the Python app be utilizable by experiementers with  
limited programming knowledge by providing error handling  
for user inputs?
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● Built in coding for merging raw data files, omitting duplicate data, 
extracting and calculating parameters from raw data, and 
producing a CSV file with the organized data using Pandas.

● Built a graphical user interface with a main menu, sub-menus per 
touchscreen test paradigm, and multiple buttons with 
different functionalities using the Tkinter package.

● Provided error handling by anticipating user input errors and 
providing descriptive explanations for the cause of errors using 
Python error exception handling. 

● Programmed a user-friendly app that can analyze             
different touchscreen tests (i.e. general touchscreen train, 
location discrimination train and test, extinction tests).

● Sorting output based on test parameters (i.e. difficulty, test day, 
animal ID, or block number) within the same test paradigm.

● The app has the ability to have interchangeable criteria values 
for different test paradigms (i.e. completed days, omission #, 
or reversal #).

● The app explicitly handles input errors via descriptive error 
messages.

● Significantly reduced the amount of 
time and resources used for the 
touchscreen data analysis.

● Minimized human errors produced 
during manual calculations.

● Enabled easy data sharing with 
the organized output as a CSV file.

Touchscreen tests are one of the breakthrough models of measuring cognitive performance, such as pattern separation and cognitive 
flexibility, in both animal and human experiments. These tests are effective due to their translational nature and standardized data outputs. 
While touchscreen tests have standardized data outputs, there does not exist an automated process of easily cleaning raw touchscreen 
data. The data output file can easily contain thousands of rows and columns, which may take researchers weeks to months to completely 
analyze. Not only does manually analyzing raw touchscreen data take an unnecessary amount of time and resources, but also it will 
inevitably produce unwanted human errors. This research explored the question of can Python be used to simplify the touchscreen 
data analysis process for ABET data. We utilized Pandas, a software library built on top of Python used specifically for data analysis, as 
the foundation for the project. The DataFrame data structure and other useful functions were also used to extract important parameters 
from raw data and import them into a presentable comma separated values (CSV) file. The Tkinter package was used to construct a basic 
graphical user interface with a main menu, multiple sub-menu pages, easy-to-use buttons, and interchangeable criteria materials. As a 
result, the application significantly simplified and automated the touchscreen data analysis process for ABET touchscreen data. All the 
user has to do is click a button based on their desired functionality, locate the directory of the raw touchscreen data, and save the newly 
created CSV file in another directory. The newly created CSV file contains important parameters such as the percent correct, session 
duration, and number of trials for the first and second reversal. Additional parameters include the average latencies of reward collections, 
correct touches, and incorrect touches. The extracted CSV file can then be used to assess performance of tasks using graphing 
programmings such as Prism. The creation of a touchscreen data analysis application can transform the efficiency of data analysis within 
the touchscreen community. The data analysis application can be used across multiple ABET touchscreen tests such as General 
Touchscreen, Location Discrimination Reversal, Acquisition, and Extinction. Members of the touchscreen community who may not have 
programming experience can pilot the application and change the criterias to fit their own research. This data analysis application is 
available on my GitHub (raymon-shi) and may be downloaded and shared to members of the touchscreen community for their personal 
use.

The touchscreen (TS) operant chamber used to perform 
tests that measure rodent cognitive performance,        

such as pattern separation and cognitive flexibility.

An example of TS test paradigms is                     
the location discrimination reversal (LDR) test. 

Rodents are challenged to choose the correct lit 
window in order to receive a reward. After a set 

amount of trials, the position of the correct side is 
reversed.

Lafayette Instrument: Model 80614

Easy Hard

TS tests are effective due to their translational nature 
and standardized data outputs.

Long experiments generate raw output data that 
contains thousands of rows and columns. 

Manually analyzing the data takes a tremendous 
amount of time (weeks/months) and resources.

A screenshot of a small portion of raw touchscreen data.

Experimental rodent touchscreen results can be used to solve 
similar cognitive problems in humans.

Python is a high-level versatile scripting language 
used for web development, data analysis and 

visualization, machine learning, 
desktop graphic user interfaces (GUIs), and 

software development. 

Pandas is an open source data analysis library 
available on the Python platform. It has many useful 

features such as the DataFrame data structure,         
the ability to read and write data from multiple 

sources, and the ability to easily manipulate data. 

A Brand New Automated Workflow

Simply provide the application with raw touchscreen data and     
save the organized CSV file in a new directory!

Analyzes Several Different Touchscreen Test Paradigms

General TS Training LDR Train and Test Extinction Learning

Specialized Data Sorting Based on Difficulty, Test Trial Day, and Animal ID

Sorting by difficulty separates the LDR 
Probe difficulties (easy/hard) and the LDR 

Train difficulty (intermediate).

Sorting by day will show all the animal data 
rows for the selected day.

Sorting by animal ID will show all the data 
rows for the selected animal ID.

Interchangeable Test Criterias
Certain test paradigms such as Punish Incorrect and LD Train have 

the ability to change their test criterias.

Explicit User Input Error-Handling

If the user inputs an invalid criteria, an error message will indicate 
to explain the erroneous input.

● A formal automated process for cleaning touchscreen data can significantly 
improve productivity within the touchscreen community.

● The creation of a manuscript to introduce the automated process with                  
the rest of the touchscreen community.

● Sharing the application and code with the open-science touchscreen data platform 
(i.e. MouseBytes)

● The code is open-source and available for anyone on my personal GitHub 
(raymon-shi)  
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For Punish Incorrect, the minimum trials, percent correctness   
each day are interchangable.

For LD Train, the set of required days out of total days and 
the reversal number required are interchangeable.
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